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2023-09-14 14:09 PH 2 - 1. Adding Missing 
Middle Housing and 

Simplifying Regulations – 
Amendments to the 

Zoning and Development 
By-law

Other This zoning proposal seems to be a step in the right direction to address the 
stated goal of creating more housing options in Vancouver. However the 
absurdly low FSR limit combined with the bonus density system works 
against the stated goals of the policy itself. 

First a few facts directly from the City Council referral report.:
1) An FSR of 1 is the max allowable under this plan even with density bonus 
payments.
2) 4 unit lots (~3300 sq ft) which comprise 2/3 of the entire lots affected by 
this rezoning cannot support any significant density bonus contribution and 
will therefore provide marginal revenue at best should they choose to build 
beyond the .7 FSR limit that exists without bonus payments.
3) A ~3300 sq ft lot with .7 FSR allows for units around 550 sq ft in ideal 
circumstances and more likely to be less. Even in ideal circumstances these 
units should they be built will be small 1 person units.
3) According to the city's own consultant an FSR under 2 makes ANY rental 
development economically unfeasible. Therefore almost any new 
development under this plan will be an owned and not rented. 
4) The density bonus structure rationale is this: "multiplex will support a 
higher lot value than other permitted RS uses. Therefore, if there
is no amenity share contribution, the existing RS lot values will increase 
significantly in locations where
multiplex supports a higher value than other permitted uses. This would 
compromise the opportunity for
other forms of housing that the City also supports on RS lots (such as market 
rental, affordable rental,
and duplex)."

These facts as stated by the City of Vancouver lead to obvious questions that 
need answering.

- Why design a bonus density plan that artificially lowers land prices - 
especially in a city whose main revenue source is land tax AND whose 
property tax rates are already some of the lowest in Canadian cities?
- Why design a bonus density plan that is stated to preserve opportunities for 
rental housing while simultaneously creating an FSR limit that makes any 
such development economically out of the question?
- Given the provincial legislation expected to eliminate SFH zoning in favour 
of  4 unit lot minimums, how does this plan go beyond that and how do the 
FSR and density bonus elements not act as a poison pill to dis-incentivize the 
missing middle housing the entire rezoning is meant to address. 
- In a city with a housing emergency such as Vancouver, how is the best that 
a city council given a strong mandate not have more aggressive and 
economically functional proposals to actually create significant amounts of 
housing?

Marcus Lalande Arbutus Ridge
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